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Abstract. Exploratory programming is a form of incremental program
development in which the programmer can try and compare definitions,
receives immediate feedback and can simultaneously experiment with
the language, the program and input data. Read-Eval-Print-Loop in-
terpreters (REPLs) and computational notebooks are popular tools for
exploratory programming. However, their usability, capabilities and user-
friendliness are strongly dependent on the underlying interpreter and,
in particular, on the ad hoc engineering required to ready the under-
lying interpreter for incremental program development. To break this
dependency, this paper adopts a principled approach and implements a
so-called exploring interpreter as a back-end to support various develop-
ment environments for exploratory programming.
This paper contributes by presenting a generic Haskell implementation
of the exploring interpreter – applicable to a large class of software lan-
guages – and demonstrates its usage to develop a variety of interfaces
with a shared back-end, including command-line REPLs, computational
notebooks and servers with reactive APIs. The design of the back-end
is evaluated by defining a variety of interfaces for existing languages,
including eFLINT, a domain-specific language for normative reasoning,
and Funcons-beta, the language developed by the PLanCompS project
to enable component-based operational semantics.

Keywords: Interpreters · Development environments · Operational se-
mantics · Read-Eval-Print · Definitional interpreters.

1 Introduction

Read-Eval-Print-Loop interpreters (REPLs) provide an alternative form of pro-
gramming to the traditional compile-edit-run cycle. Popular examples of REPLs
include JShell for Java, IPython for Python, PsySH for PHP and GHCi for
Haskell, which are either part of the language’s distribution (JShell and GHCi)
or provide additional features on top of the REPL of the distribution (IPython
and PsySH). REPLs enable an incremental form of programming in which a pro-
gram is developed as a sequence of smaller programs executed one-by-one with
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jshell> int x;

x ==> 0

jshell>

class A {

public void run() { x++; }

}

| created class A

jshell> A a = new A();

a ==> A@5ce65a89

jshell> a.run()

jshell> x

x ==> 1

Fig. 1. JShell interaction. Fig. 2. IJava interaction.

Fig. 3. Example interactions in JShell and IJava.

immediate feedback after every (intermediate) program. This feedback typically
includes the value computed by the program (in case of an expression) and a
summary on the (side-)effects of the program, enabling the programmer to up-
date their mental model of the REPLs underlying state. An example interaction
with JShell is shown in Figure 1.

This quicker form of interaction, compared to the compile-edit-run cycle,
makes REPLs more suitable for quickly testing library functions, retrieving
(type) information on available bindings, experimenting with definitions, debug-
ging, and analysing data. However, data analysts and other domain-experts, not
necessarily skilled in software engineering, prefer to use computational notebooks
for these tasks [32, 41]. Computational notebooks are documents consisting of a
sequence of three types of cells: code cells, output cells and prose (or documen-
tation) cells. Popular examples are Mathematica [13] and the notebooks built
using the Jupyter platform [18]. Code cells are executed one-by-one, with out-
put displayed in output cells, thereby supporting the same kind of incremental
program development as REPLs. This is reflected in the design of the Jupyter
platform, wherein Python notebooks use the IPython REPL internally [18]. An
example of a Jupyter IJava notebook (based on JShell) is given in Figure 2.

REPLs and (Jupyter) notebooks require significant engineering, especially
for languages, such as Java and to a lesser extent Haskell, that do not naturally
support incremental program development. For example, the code fragments in
Figure 3 can be recognised as Java code but they do not form a valid Java
program individually nor as a sequence. JShell can be seen as implementing an
extension of Java rather than Java itself. However, the precise details of this
extension – its syntax and semantics – are not clearly specified and are not part
of the Java documentation. Moreover, as Figure 3 demonstrates, JShell and IJava
are not consistent in how they present output. In the example, JShell produces
detailed information about the effects of most code fragments whereas IJava
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only produces output for the last code fragment, revealing a difference between
both tools in how they treat computed values and (side-)effects which, one could
argue, are matters of language semantics rather than tool implementation.

In previous work [8], a principled approach is proposed for implementing
REPLs, and other interfaces for incremental programming, using language en-
gineering techniques to explicitly define language extensions, thereby clarifying
the difference between the base language and the language implemented by the
REPL. The approach makes it possible to develop generic interfaces which un-
der the hood use a definitional interpreter4 to execute programs. The approach
further suggest the use of a so-called exploring interpreter on top of a defini-
tional interpreter for exploratory programming. Exploratory programming is an
open-ended form of incremental programming in which both the goal and the
path towards the goal are discovered as part of the process [45, 3, 36]. The pro-
grammer discovers these through interactions with the underlying interpreter
by testing definitions, evaluating expressions, analysing intermediate results and
using backtracking to undo work and explore alternative directions.

1.1 Contributions

This paper contributes by presenting and discussing a generic implementation
of the exploring interpreter algorithm of [8] in Haskell. The implementation is
generic in the sense that it can be applied to large class of languages, including
all languages that can have their semantics expressed by a transition function,
for example in a transition system in the style of Plotkin [34].

Potential applications of the implemented algorithm are manifold. The gener-
icity of the algorithm makes it possible to implement and experiment with fea-
tures that benefit exploratory programming in a language-independent fashion.
These features can then be used in a variety of interfaces and can be reused
across languages. In other words, the exploring interpreter adds a level of in-
direction that makes it possible to deliver multiple programming interfaces for
the same language by reusing the back-end and to deliver generic programming
interfaces that can be reused across languages. Concretely, this paper:

– Presents a generic implementation of the exploring interpreter algorithm
of [8] in Haskell and discusses the key design choices of the implementation

– Demonstrates the ability to reuse the algorithm as a back-end for various
programming interfaces for exploratory programming and performs a quali-
tative evaluation on the implementation

– Applies the generic back-end to Funcons-beta [7] and eFLINT [6]. This effort
made a significant, positive impact on the usability and applicability of these
languages, demonstrating the practicality of the principled approach of [8]

4 A definitional interpreter for a language is an interpreter that simultaneously im-
plements and defines the language’s operational semantics, often defined in a meta-
language or language workbench in the context of domain-specific languages.
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This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 and 3 describe background and
related work. Section 4 presents an initial implementation of the exploring in-
terpreter algorithm. Section 5 applies the algorithm to the Funcons-beta and
eFLINT languages, demonstrating several types of front-ends for exploratory
programming. To support these various types of front-ends, the initial implemen-
tation is extended in several ways in Section 5 as part of a qualitative evaluation.
Section 6 concludes.

2 Background

This section introduces the methodology and related concepts put forward in [8].
In the proposed methodology, the first step towards developing a REPL for a
language is to extend that language to a variant which is in the class of sequential
languages – the class of languages that naturally support incremental program
development. The class of sequential languages is defined in [8] as follows:

Definition 1. A language L is a structure 〈P, Γ, γ0, I〉 with P a set of programs,
Γ a set of configurations, γ0 ∈ Γ an initial configuration and I a definitional
interpreter assigning to each program p ∈ P a function Ip : Γ → Γ .

Definition 2. A language L = 〈P, Γ, γ0, I〉 is sequential if there is an operator
⊗ such that for every p1, p2 ∈ P and γ ∈ Γ it holds that p1 ⊗ p2 ∈ P and that
Ip1⊗p2

(γ) = (Ip2
◦ Ip1

)(γ).

The chosen definition of languages captures all software language that can have
their semantics expressed as a deterministic transition function and includes real-
world, large-scale, deterministic programming languages – as demonstrated by
the body of literature on big-step, small-step and natural semantics [34, 1, 26, 15,
24] – and does not exclude languages with non-deterministic aspects when these
aspects can be captured algebraically [48]. Configurations capture all information
necessary to determine the behaviour of a program. A definitional interpreter is
described as assigning to each program an effect – a function over configurations.
A sequential language is a language in which every sequence of programs is a
valid program that has the same effect as the composition of the effects of the
individual programs in the sequence.

As an example, consider a simple imperative language such as While [1,
5]. In [5], a transition system is defined to capture the semantics of While
commands. A configuration in this system contains a sequence of output values
and a store to keep track of variable assignments. The system can be used to
give a definitional interpreter for While, as required by Definition 1, for which
it is possible to prove that IC1 ; C2

(γ) = (IC2
; IC1

)(γ), i.e. to prove that While
is a sequential language according to Definition 2 by choosing ; for ⊗.

The central idea of the approach is that an interpreter for a sequential lan-
guage can be used, without (further) modification, by the back-end of a REPL,
as well as by other interfaces for incremental programming. In other words, a
REPL is considered to be just one type of interface for programming in the style
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that is characteristic of REPLs. The precise behaviour of a programming inter-
face is clarified by separating the task of building the interface into language
engineering – producing a sequential variant of the base language and an inter-
preter – and the engineering required to link interface actions to the interpreter
and to visualise the effects of programs.

The methodology further proposes the use of a so-called exploring interpreter
to support exploratory programming. An exploring interpreter is a bookkeeping
device on top of a definitional interpreter keeping track of executed programs
and visited configurations. The execute action of an exploring interpreter for
a language executes a program by applying the definitional interpreter for the
language while keeping track of the encountered configurations and executed
programs in an execution graph, reflecting the entire history of the current in-
teractive session. The execution graph has configurations as nodes and edges
between nodes are labelled with programs such that an edge between s and t
labelled p indicates that executing p in the context of s yields t, i.e. Ip(s) = t.
The revert action makes it possible to choose any (previously visited) configu-
ration as providing the execution context for the next program, thereby enabling
exploratory programming. If the language to which the generic algorithm is ap-
plied is a sequential language, then the execution graph of the resulting exploring
interpreter is closed under transitivity. This property guarantees the soundness
of a variety of operations on the graph.

3 Related work

Definitional interpreters of the kind captured by Definition 1 can be produced
in a language workbench [11] such as Spoofax [16] or the K framework [19], a
meta-language such as Rascal [17], a suitable general-purpose language such as
Haskell [30, 23, 14], or can be generated from a formal definition of the opera-
tional semantics of the language [2, 7, 42, 47]. These tools and techniques have
in common that the semantics of the object language are formulated in an ex-
isting (formal) language with well-understood, executable semantics. The first
use of definitional interpreters is by Reynolds, employing them as a vehicle for
analysing languages [37, 38]. His analysis took advantage of the formal similarity
between denotational and interpretative semantics [39]. Various approaches to
formal semantics can be explained in terms of Initial Algebra Semantics [12] in
which algebraic signatures denote the constructs of a language and semantics are
expressed as algebras over signatures. Modular approaches have been developed
that make it possible to extend languages with little or no overhead [44], such
as monad transformers [25, 21], algebraic effect handlers [33, 49], entity propa-
gation in Modular Structural Operational Semantics [26, 2], and copy-rules and
forwarding in Attribute Grammars [46, 43]. These approaches greatly enhance
the practice of defining and maintaining definitional interpreters. In modern
general-purpose languages, we see advanced use of monads in Haskell [23, 31],
Object Algebras [29] in Java, C# and Scala and intrinsically-typed definitional
interpreters in Agda [40].
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The usage of an execution graph that contains all configurations produced
through program execution is related to back-in-time debugging [22, 20, 9, 35],
in which programmers can go ‘back in execution history’. The execution graph,
however, captures all components required to reconstruct the full interactive
session as it also records the executed programs.

Jupyter is an open-source project for bringing web-based computational note-
books to a wide audience [18]. The Jupyter platform provides a protocol for
connecting notebooks to the language kernels, such as IPython and IJava, that
take care of program execution. Jupyter is popular and the community supports
a large number and wide variety of languages. Within the Jupyter platform, the
exploring interpreter algorithm can serve as a layer on top of language kernels
to improve support for exploratory programming within Jupyter notebooks.

4 Implementation

This section presents and discusses a generic implementation of the exploring
interpreter algorithm of [8] in Haskell using a While language as an example.

data Command = Seq Command Command
| Assign String Expr
| Print Expr
| While Expr Command
| Skip

data Expr = Leq Expr Expr | Plus Expr Expr | LitExpr Literal | Id String
data Literal = LitBool Bool | LitInt Integer

whileInterpreter :: Command → Config → Config
data Config = Config {cfgStore :: Store, cfgOutput :: Output }
type Store = Map String Literal
type Output = [String ]
initialConfig = Config {cfgStore = empty , cfgOutput = [ ]}

The definitions of Command , Config , initialConfig and whileInterpreter form a
language according to Definition 1. The definitional interpreter (not shown) uses
configurations with lists of strings as output and stores to record assignments.

An exploring interpreter is implemented as a parameterized data type, where
the type parameters denote the programs and configurations of a given language:

data Explorer p c = Explorer {defInterp :: p → c → c
, config :: c
, execEnv :: Gr Ref p
, currRef :: Ref
, genRef :: Ref
, cmap :: IntMap c
, sharing :: Bool
, backTracking :: Bool }
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The defInterp field holds the interpreter responsible for executing programs. The
config field stores the current configuration, i.e. the configuration to be used for
the execution context of the next program. The execEnv field holds the current
execution graph and is implemented as an edge-labelled graph using the fgl

library5. Edges are labelled by programs. The nodes of the execution graph are
references (of type Ref ) to configurations rather than actual configurations. Ref-
erences are implemented as integers and every new configuration gets a unique
reference from an increasing counter (using currRef and genRef ). The field cmap
records the configuration to which each existing reference refers. The field shar-
ing determines whether to detect that a configuration has been reached that has
already been encountered in which case no fresh reference is generated. With
sharing, a configuration is referred to by at most one reference and a node in the
execution graph may have multiple incoming edges. Without sharing, multiple
references may refer to the same configuration and each node of the execution
graph has at most one incoming edge, i.e. the execution graph forms a tree. The
backTracking field indicates whether a revert action is destructive and deletes
nodes and edges.

A smart constructor is defined that, given a definitional interpreter and an
initial configuration, produces an Explorer .

mkExplorer :: Bool → Bool → (p → c → c)→ c → Explorer p c
mkExplorer share backtrack interpreter conf = Explorer
{sharing = share
, backTracking = backtrack
, defInterp = interpreter
, config = conf
, genRef = 1
, currRef = 1
, cmap = IntMap.fromList [(1, conf )]
, execEnv = mkGraph [(1, 1)] [ ]}

mkExplorerStack = mkExplorer False True
mkExplorerTree = mkExplorer False False
mkExplorerGraph = mkExplorer True False

The smart constructor has additional parameters to determine whether the con-
structed Explorer should apply sharing and (destructive) backtracking. Addi-
tional smart constructors are defined that construct Explorer variants based on
different choices for the share and backtrack parameters. Without sharing and
with destructive reverts, the execution graph forms a linked list with stack-like
operations. Without sharing and without destructive revert, the execution graph
forms a tree. Section 5 discusses these properties further.

An Explorer for the While language can then be obtained as follows:

type WhileExplorer = Explorer Command Config

whileTree = mkExplorerTree whileInterpreter initialConfig

5 https://hackage.haskell.org/package/fgl
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The exploring interpreter algorithm of [8] describes three actions that can be
performed on exploring interpreters: execute, revert and display for execut-
ing programs, reverting to previous configurations and displaying the execution
graph.

The execute action applies the underlying interpreter on a given program
to transition from the current configuration to a (possibly new) configuration.

execute :: (Eq c,Eq p)⇒ p → Explorer p c → Explorer p c
execute p e = updateConf e (p, defInterp e p (config e))

updateConf :: (Eq c,Eq p)⇒ Explorer p c → (p, c)→ Explorer p c
updateConf e (p,newconf ) =

if sharing e
then case findRef e newconf of

Just (r , )→
if hasLEdge (execEnv e) (currRef e, r , p)

then e {config = newconf , currRef = r }
else e {config = newconf , currRef = r

, execEnv = insEdge (currRef e, r , p) (execEnv e)}
Nothing → addNewPath e p newconf

else addNewPath e p newconf

The resulting configuration becomes the current configuration and the Explorer
components are updated. If sharing is disabled, a configuration is always seen
as unique and a new reference is created, the configuration is added to the
execution graph, an edge from the original configuration to the new configuration
is created, and the association between the new reference and configuration is
stored. However, if sharing is enabled and the resulting configuration has already
been encountered, then the previously assigned reference is used as the target of
the new edge.

The revert operation takes a reference and changes the current configuration
to the configuration matching the reference:

revert :: Explorer p c → Ref → Maybe (Explorer p c)
revert e r = case IntMap.lookup r (cmap e) of

Just c | backTracking e → Just e {execEnv = execEnv ′, config = c
, cmap = cmap′, currRef = r }

| otherwise → Just e {currRef = r , config = c}
Nothing → Nothing

where
nodesToDel = reachable r (execEnv e) \\ [r ]
edgesToDel = filter toDel (edges (execEnv e))

where toDel (s, t) = s ∈ nodesToDel ∨ t ∈ nodesToDel
execEnv ′ = (delEdges edgesToDel ◦ delNodes nodesToDel) (execEnv e)
cmap′ = deleteMap nodesToDel (cmap e)

If a reference is given without a corresponding configuration, Nothing is returned.
If there is a corresponding configuration, then the current reference is changed to
the given reference and the current configuration is updated accordingly. Further
behaviour of revert is determined by the backTracking field, indicating whether
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r0 : γ0

r1 : γ1

r2 : γ2

r3 : γ2

x = 1 + 2

print x

skip

r0 : γ0

r1 : γ1

r2 : γ2

x = 1 + 2

print x

skip

r0 : γ0

r1 : γ2

x = 1 + 2;

print x;

skip

Fig. 4. Execution graphs after executing the While commands x = 1 + 2, print x,
and skip without and with sharing, and as a single command respectively. The current
node is dashed. The notation r : γ denotes a node labelled with reference r referring
to configuration γ.

the action is destructive. If it is destructive, then all nodes and edges reachable
from the given reference are removed from the execution graph.

Operation display produces a structured representation of the execution
graph, with the current configuration highlighted. The goal of the display func-
tion is to allow interfaces to display and export (parts of) the graph, e.g. to
provide an overview, selecting nodes to revert to and saving sessions for later
reproduction. To accommodate a wide variety of interfaces, we export several
functions for accessing (parts of) the execution graph. For example, to access
the entire execution graph, we export the following function:

executionGraph :: Explorer p c → (Ref , [Ref ], [((Ref , c), p, (Ref , c))])

The result contains the current node, a list of all nodes and a list of all edges
in the execution graph. The edges contain both the reference and the referenced
configuration of a node.

To obtain only part of the execution graph we export the following functions:

getTrace :: Explorer p c → [((Ref , c), p, (Ref , c))]
getTraces :: Explorer p c → [ [((Ref , c), p, (Ref , c))]]

These functions provide one or multiple paths – referred to as traces – from the
root node to the current node. As discussed in more detail in the next section,
a node might have more than one trace (only) when sharing is enabled.

As an example of using exploring interpreters, consider the following sequence
of While commands: x = 1 + 2; print x; skip. Figure 4 shows the execu-
tion graph (with and without sharing) produced when each command in this
sequence is executed individually by the exploring interpreter. The first com-
mands adds the assignment of literal 3 to identifier x to the store and gives
rise to the node with reference r1. The second extends the output in the con-
figuration with the literal 3, resulting in the node with reference r2. The skip

command has no effect on the configuration. Without sharing a new reference is
created nonetheless (reference r3 on the left of Figure 4). With sharing a self-edge
labelled with skip is created at the node with reference r2 (middle of Figure 4).
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Folding and unfolding sequences The sequence x = 1 + 2; print x; skip can
also be executed as a single command, resulting in a single edge from r0 to r1
(right of Figure 4). Because While is a sequential language, both interpretations
are equivalent in that they yield the same final configuration (γ2). However,
as shown by Figure 4, the resulting execution graphs differ significantly, and,
depending on the situation, one execution graph might be preferred over the
other. Some interfaces might let the programmer determine which execution is
chosen. The following function is introduced to offer the flexibility of choice:

executeAll :: (Eq c,Eq p)⇒ [p ]→ Explorer p c → Explorer p c
executeAll = flip (foldl $ flip execute)

If a program is a sequence of multiple programs to be executed individually, then
then the program can be unfolded to produce a list of programs. Conversely, if
a list of programs is to be executed as a single program, the list can be folded.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we apply our implementation to two languages – eFLINT and
Funcons-beta – and use the resulting specialised exploring interpreters to per-
form a qualitative evaluation on the generic implementation. The evaluation
investigates the impact of destructive backtracking and sharing on the interac-
tions with the execution graph. The result is a discussion on various aspects of
exploratory programming, including exploratory programming styles, handling
input/output and reproducibility. As part of the evaluation, several extensions
to the implementation of the previous section are discussed. The basic and ex-
tended implementations are available on Hackage6. The specialised exploring
interpreters for eFLINT7 and Funcons-beta8 are also available online.

The eFLINT language is a domain-specific language (DSL) for formalising
norms from a variety of sources such as contracts, regulations and business poli-
cies [6]. The language currently has three main uses: exploring a policy specifica-
tion in order to extend it or improve its internal consistency, statically assessing
concrete scenarios for compliance, and dynamically enforcing norms in, and as-
sessing the compliance of, (distributed) software systems. The eFLINT language
comes with three interfaces to support these tasks, each built on top of the
exploring interpreter for the language: a command-line REPL, a web-interface
and a TCP server. The language has been extended to a sequential variant by
applying the methodology of [8] and the resulting definitional interpreter is used
to specialize the generic exploring interpreter developed in this paper. Figure 5
shows a simple interaction with the command-line REPL in which a fact-type
admin is introduced to record admin rights of users. The command-line REPL
uses non-destructive reverts and sharing. A configuration contains a knowledge

6 https://hackage.haskell.org/package/exploring-interpreters
7 https://gitlab.com/eflint/haskell-implementation
8 https://github.com/plancomps/funcons-tools
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#1 > Fact admin

New type admin

#2 > +admin(Alice)

+admin("Alice")

#3 > +admin(Bob)

+admin("Bob")

#4 > :revert 2

-admin("Alice")

-admin("Bob")

#2 > +admin(Bob)

+admin("Bob")

#5 > +admin(Alice)

+admin("Alice")

#4 > :session

#1

|

‘- #2

|

+- #3

| |

| ‘- #4

|

‘- #5

|

‘- #4

#4 >

Fig. 5. A session in the command-line REPL for eFLINT.

base of facts and after every execute and revert action the effects on the
knowledge base are shown. The :session command shows all the traces in the
execution graph in the form of a tree.

Figure 6 shows a part of the eFLINT web-interface in which a single trace is
displayed (obtained via getTrace). The web-interface uses destructive backtrack-
ing and does not use sharing. The current node therefore has exactly one trace.
The back-end is provided by a HTTP server built on top of the TCP server. The
web-interface is used by first loading a specification file and then submitting a
scenario – a sequence of statements and queries – for execution (using the ‘Send
phrase’ button). The effects of statements and queries are shown in green and
orange in the displayed trace. Violations are shown in red. A state can be ex-
panded (state 8 in the example) to show the contents of the knowledge base and
the last statement in the scenario that produced this state. The buttons below
state 8 allow the trace to be updated in various ways by translating button-clicks
to combinations of execute and revert actions.

The TCP server is also used to integrate the specialised exploring interpreter
as a reasoning engine in multi-agent and service-oriented systems. Components of
such systems can interact with one or more instances of the exploring interpreter
to learn dynamically about permissions, obligations and violations. As such,
eFLINT can be used for dynamic policy enforcement and compliance checking.

The PLanCompS project9 has identified an open-ended library of so-called
fundamental constructs (funcons) that can be used to give a component-based
semantics to languages across language paradigms [10, 27]. The funcons have
their semantics formally defined in I-MSOS [28] and their I-MSOS specifica-
tions are translated to micro-interpreters [7, 5]. These micro-interpreters can
be composed arbitrarily to form (definitional) interpreters for different funcon
libraries. Funcons-beta is the language defined by the definitional interpreter
formed by composing the micro-interpreters of the funcons in the published fun-

9 http://plancomps.org
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Fig. 6. A web-interface for eFLINT showing (part of) a trace. State 8 is expanded.

#1> bind("input", read)

> "Hello world"

#2> print(bound("input"))

Hello world

#2>

r1 : γ1

r2 : γ2

bind("input",read)

print(bound("input"))

Fig. 7. A session in the command-line REPL for Funcons-beta.

cons library10. Figure 7 shows the command-line REPL for Funcons-beta built
on top of the specialised exploring interpreter for the language. This exploring
interpreter is the result of a small language extension in which Funcons-beta is
defined as a sequential language using the accumulate funcon as the composi-
tion operator ⊗. As a result, bindings produced by executing one funcon term
propagate to the next. The first funcon term executed in Figure 7 produces a
binding for the identifier "input".

Applying the generic exploring interpreter of this paper to these languages
required in the order of 50 to 100 lines of Haskell code. In both cases the main
effort was defining the definitional interpreter as an extension of the existing
interpreter of the language, which involved carefully choosing the contents of
the propagated configuration and the method of handling output.

Handling Input/Output, Side-effects and Errors Following the definition of lan-
guages (Definition 1), the implementation of the previous section considers a

10 https://plancomps.github.io/CBS-beta/Funcons-beta/Funcons-Index/
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definitional interpreter as a pure function expressing the effects of a program
on an input configuration. This approach requires the simulation of input and
output. For example, output can be considered an ever-growing list of (string)
values stored in the configurations, as shown by the definitional interpreter for
While in Section 4. This choice reduces the potential for sharing since sharing
can only take place in between two print statements (discussed further below).
Similarly, input can be considered an ever-shrinking list of (string) values with
the original input set in the initial configuration.

In Funcons-beta, the read reads a value from standard-in as shown in Fig-
ure 7. In this example, the program print(bound("input")) creates a self-edge
because output is not part of the configuration and the program has no other
effect. The Funcons-beta command-line REPL takes advantage of an implemen-
tation of the exploring interpreter algorithm in which the definitional interpreter
can perform effectful computations in a monad, i.e. it has the type:

defInterp :: Monad m ⇒ programs → configs → m configs

The command-line REPL for Funcons-beta instantiates m to the IO monad for
interacting with standard-in and standard-out.

The introduction of the monad component has additional advantages. In par-
ticular, the monad enables distinguishing between effects and side-effects, with
side-effects not being recorded in the execution graph. However, side-effects in-
fluence the soundness of the wider approach as the implementation can no longer
guarantee that executing a program p in the context of configuration γ yields
the same result every time. This has a negative impact on the reproducibility of
a session and on the soundness of certain graph operations and optimisations.

The execution trace of Figure 6 shows output messages indicating the success
of queries and the occurrence of violations. When an eFLINT code fragment is ex-
ecuted (via the ’Send phrase’ button at the top), the trace can either be updated
using DOM manipulation or the page can be refreshed in its entirety. Although
not efficient, refreshing is a convenient way to ensure consistency between the
front-end and the back-end, as the front-end is redrawn based on the state of the
back-end. This then requires the back-end to record output in order to inform
the front-end of the output of programs (such as the results of queries) without
re-executing programs. To support the reproducibility of output, we have chosen
to add an output component to the definitional interpreters:

defInterp :: (Monad m,Monoid out)⇒ programs → configs → m (configs, out)

In accordance with Modular Structural Operational Semantics (MSOS) [26, 28],
we generalise output to the class of monoidal types, allowing output to concate-
nate in between executions. Any output produced by the definitional interpreter
is stored on the edges of the execution graph, alongside the program producing
that output. The updated definitions of Explorer and execute are as follows:

data Explorer p m c o where -- using GADT extension
Explorer :: (Eq p,Eq c,Monad m,Monoid o)⇒
{defInterp :: p → c → m (Maybe c, o), ...} → Explorer p m c o
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Fig. 8. Execution graph after execution p1, p2, p3, reverting to r1 and executing p4, p5.
The gray nodes and edges are removed if the revert action is destructive.

execute :: (Eq c,Eq p,Monad m,Monoid o)⇒
p → Explorer p m c o → m (Explorer p m c o, o)

execute p e = do (mcfg , o)← defInterp e p (config e)
case mcfg of Just cfg → return (updateConf e (p, cfg , o), o)

Nothing → return (e, o)

As before, the updateConf function is responsible for the extension of the ex-
ecution graph, now also storing the output on edges. The Maybe component
of the definitional interpreter is added to support interpreters that may fail. If
the definitional interpreter returns Nothing , then no changes are made to the
execution graph. The interpreter for Funcons-beta fails due to runtime errors,
e.g. caused by unbound identifiers. The interpreter for eFLINT performs type-
checking to find typing errors and perform coercions. Both types of errors cause
the interpreter to fail and yield error messages as part of the output.

Discussions on Backtracking The decision to revert destructively by removing
nodes and edges from the execution graph has practical and usability-related con-
sequences. Non-destructive reverts enable a more powerful form of exploratory
programming. Consider the two execution graphs in Figure 8, created with and
without destructive backtracking. The figure shows how destructive backtrack-
ing ensures that there is always exactly one node in the graph without outgoing
edges. In other words, exploration always proceeds along a single path and a
revert action always undoes the last n changes along that path (for some n).
Conversely, when revert is not destructive, multiple paths are explored simulta-
neously and strategies like depth-first or breadth-first exploration are possible.

Destructive reverts save space by reducing the size of the execution graph.
Applications in which multi-path exploration is not required should therefore be
able to use destructive reverts. An example of such an application is the execution
of a large test-suite in which all tests share a common prefix containing, for
example, a number of declarations and initialisation statements. In this case, a
programmer can execute all tests by executing the prefix once and subsequently
executing all tests of the test-suite with backtracking in between tests to undo
the changes of the previous test. Executing a test-suite this way can potentially
save large amounts of time while the use of space is reduced with destructive
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Fig. 9. Execution graphs showing convergence (left) and a cycle (right).

reverts. Owing to the implementation presented in this paper, the eFLINT TCP
server interface can be used to execute test-suites in the way described.

We conclude that both destructive and non-destructive reverts should be
made available to the interface developer on a per application basis. In fact, we
also make a version of revert available in which a parameter determines whether
the revert is destructive as part of the function call. After all, even when multi-
path exploration is desired, a programmer might still wish to undo programs.

Discussions on Sharing The decision to apply sharing – i.e. ensuring that ev-
ery configuration is referred to by at most one node – has significant impact on
the practicality and usability of the exploring interpreter. The execution graph
is more space-efficient with sharing rather than without, benefiting especially
those applications in which output is not stored in configurations (see Figure 7
and the discussion on output above). However, detecting opportunities for shar-
ing is costly as it requires comparing (possibly many) configurations for equality.
Our implementation determines that the type of configurations used by a lan-
guage must be an instance of the Eq type-class. The Eq-instances derived by
Haskell compilers use structural equality, a costly operation on large datastruc-
tures. Moreover, structural equality cannot be used when configurations store
functions (such as continuations), in which case a custom equality instance is
necessary. This is the case for Funcons-beta, in which a function for reading input
(using either real or simulated input) is propagated throughout the definitional
interpreter. As this function does not change in between calls to execute, it is
safe to ignore the function when attempting sharing.

Besides space-efficiency, two further advantages of sharing can be observed.
Firstly, through sharing, the exploring interpreter automatically detects the con-
vergence of two exploration paths. In certain applications it will be insightful to
the programmer to become aware of convergence. Similarly, sharing will detect
cycles. The (abstract) execution graphs of Figure 9 give examples of convergence
(left) and a cycle (right). The session in Figure 5 is a concrete instance of the
graph showing convergence in Figure 9. Note that by performing effects in a
monad, the insights gained from convergence are reduced because convergence
only concerns the effects represented by modifications to configurations.

For the second example of a possible advantage of sharing, consider the sit-
uation in the graph on the right-hand side of Figure 9 in which r1 is the current
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node. If a program p5 is to be executed next, and if p5 is equivalent to p2, then
the exploring interpreter can recognise this and jump to r2 without executing
p5 (but with adding the edge labelled p5). If p5 is a costly program to execute,
considerable running time might be saved. This optimisation does not depend
on sharing; the same situation could arise if the programmer reverted from r3
to r1 (without executing p4 and without destructive backtracking). However,
with sharing, opportunities to apply this optimisation are likely to increase in
frequency. To further increase the potential of this optimisation it is beneficial to
apply normalisation techniques to programs. The implementation and analysis
of this optimisation is left as future work.

A disadvantages of sharing is that the revert action becomes ambiguous be-
cause, with sharing, a node can have more than one incoming edge and more
than one trace. Selecting a node in the execution graph is not sufficient to re-
vert to a particular moment in time with a unique history of prior actions. A
possible solution is to retain a history of actions in the exploring interpreter.
Similarly, it is unclear what the effect of a destructive revert should be in the
context of sharing. In the current implementation, all outgoing paths of the new
current node are removed from the execution graph11. Sharing also allows cycles
that generate infinitely many paths with a repeated infix. These disadvantages
demonstrate that sharing significantly complicates the execution graph in a way
that makes it harder for the programmer to align their own mental model with
the execution graph.

Although our implementation continues to support sharing, we expect that an
exploring interpreter without sharing is sufficient for exploratory programming
in many applications. This especially because even without sharing, convergent
and cyclic exploration can still be detected by monitoring whether there are
configurations referred to by more than one reference. Our implementation does
not export a variant of execute with a parameter to determine whether to apply-
ing sharing. This is to preserve the aforementioned properties of the execution
graph, e.g. that the execution graph forms a tree without sharing.

Saving and loading sessions The execution graph of a pure exploring interpreter
provides enough information to support the storing and reproduction of sessions
generically. One possibility is to export the current configuration, giving the
programmer the option to start a new session with the exported configuration
as the initial configuration. To also record history, the path from the initial
configuration to the current configuration can be exported (i.e. using getTrace).
When sharing is enabled, all paths from the root node to the current node can
be exported (using getTraces).

Exporting paths can be done in two ways, affecting in particular the size
of the export and the costs of loading a session. The export can contain all
components of the path – configurations, references, edges, programs and output
– making it possible to load a session without executing programs. However, the
soundness of this operation relies on the exploring interpreter being pure; if

11 With the exception of the node itself, in case of a cycle.
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the programs of the saved session were executed in a monad, then there is no
guarantee that the context provided by the monad is the same when the session
is loaded (e.g. changes in database or file-system). Alternatively, space can be
saved by exporting just the sequence of programs labelling the edges on the
path. The session can then be loaded by executing this sequence of programs.
Assuming the object-language is sequential, this sequence can be folded into a
single program as part of the export or as part of loading the session (see the
discussion on folding and unfolding in Section 4). Note that in this case, the
export is a syntactically valid program that can also be executed with other
implementations of the language (e.g. compilers and interpreters).

Finally, the execution graph can be exported in its entirety so that the entire
session can be restored.

Discussion In this section we have discussed several extensions to the implemen-
tation described in Section 4 and demonstrated the application of the generic
back-end to develop several types of interfaces and applications. Based on this,
we argue that the generic implementation can be applied widely. For exam-
ple, we have made no assumptions about the style of (exploratory) program-
ming provided by interfaces. This is demonstrated best by the various types of
applications in which the same exploring interpreter for eFLINT is used. The
back-end is also applicable to a large class of languages, including at least all
languages that can have their semantics expressed as a (pure) transition func-
tion. This is best demonstrated by Funcons-beta, which captures the semantics
of language constructs across paradigms such as functional programming, im-
perative programming, procedural programming, object-oriented programming
and meta-programming [4]. Our implementation also ensures reproducibility, an
important feature in notebooks [18, 32]. In future work we wish to experiment
with optimisations in the back-end and generic front-end components.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a generic back-end for exploratory programming. The back-
end is formed by the application of a generic exploring interpreter to a defi-
nitional interpreter for the chosen object language. The exploring interpreter
adds a level of indirection that makes it possible to deliver multiple program-
ming interfaces for the same language by reusing the back-end and to deliver
generic programming interfaces that can be reused across languages. We have
performed a qualitative evaluation on the implementation and demonstrated
that the back-end can support various styles of exploratory programming, types
of interfaces and types of applications such as command-line REPLs, compu-
tational notebooks and servers (e.g. to develop web-applications or multi-agent
systems). The presented work marks just one step in a bigger research effort
aimed at developing tooling and an infrastructure for the independent, modular
and reusable design and implementation of programming interfaces for incre-
mental programming and exploratory programming.
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